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When? (Key Knowledge) 

55 – 44 BC Julia Caesar head first Roman 
invasion but later withdraws.  Is 
murdered in Rome 44 BC.  

43 – 50 AD Romans invade and Britain 
becomes part of the Roman 
Empire.  London founded in 50 
BC. 

61 – 70 AD Boudicca leads the Iceni in 
revolt against the Romans.  In 
70 AD the Romans conquer 
Wales and the North. 

122 – 350 
AD 

Hadrian’s Wall is built on the 
Scottish border, but the 
Romans conquer parts of 
Scotland in 140 AD.  The Picts 
and the Scots attack the border. 

401 - 410 AD The Romans withdraw from 
Britain: Anglo Saxons migrants 
begin to settle. 

Background Information  

Like Ancient Egypt and Ancient Greece, Roman 
civilisation was very advanced compared with others 
at that time.  The Romans used their technology and 
large army to spread their empire across Europe and 
North Africa.  At its height, the empire stretched 
from Britain to the North of Africa and across to the 
Middle East. 

What? (Key vocab) 

Spelling Definition 

Army the army consisted out of 30 legions.  
Each legion was divided into cohorts and 
each cohort divided into centauries.  In 

each centaury there were a hundred 
soldiers which were led by a centurion.     

Basilica  a building where council meetings were 
held. 

Empire a group of territories or peoples under 
one ruler the Roman empire or a country 

whose ruler is called an emperor. 

Forum used as meeting and market place by the 
Romans. 

Hadrian’s 
Wall 

A wall built by the Romans, which 
stretched from one coast to the other 

with lots of Roman forts and soldiers to 
guard it in order to keep the Caledonians 

(Scots) out. 

Who? 

Boudicca  • Head of the Iceni tribe when her 
husband died 

• Led a rebellion against the Roman 
army 

General 
Agricola 

• Responsible for much of the 
Roman conquest of Britain 

Julius Caesar  • Conquered Gaul 
• Led expeditions to Germany and 

Britain 
 

Map: Roman Empire 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


